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Foreword

I
n the early 1990s, I was pastoring a church in Ames, Iowa. My associate 

pastor was a former student of Neil’s at Talbot School of Theology. 

He had contacted Dr. Anderson about the possibility of conducting a 

Living Free in Christ conference in our church. When I was informed that 

the conference included topics on spiritual warfare, I was at first opposed 

to the idea. I had grown very skeptical about anyone teaching on this topic. 

I called Neil with my concerns, but what I heard sounded quite di!erent 

from what I had encountered in the past. So we invited Freedom in Christ 

Ministries to come to our rural university community.

During that week, I saw lasting change take place in the lives of many 

people. I personally gained a more biblical and balanced understanding of 

spiritual warfare, but more importantly, I gained a deeper understanding 

of who I am in Christ and how to abide in Him. I had a greater apprecia-

tion of what Jesus meant when He said, “You will know the truth, and the 

truth will set you free” (John 8:32).

Not long after the conference, I was called to be a district superintendent 

with the Evangelical Free Church of America. I encouraged the pastors in 

my district to give careful consideration to the truths Neil was bringing 

to our attention. I was working with many pastors and church leaders 

trying to help them become healthier by respecting Jesus as the head of 

our churches. Then Neil released a new book coauthored by Dr. Charles 

Mylander, who was also a district superintendent, entitled Setting Your 

Church Free. This book was like a gift from God.

In the ensuing years I led several churches through the Steps to Setting 

Your Church Free. Most of those churches experienced significant change. 

(Unpublished manuscript—copyright protected Baker Publishing Group)
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 Foreword

When the leadership prayed and asked the Holy Spirit to guide them, 

the Lord revealed their strengths, weaknesses and corporate sins. Painful 

memories surfaced during the process and the leaders forgave those who 

were part of the problems in the past.

The Lord has given us a tool to actually resolve personal and spiritual 

conflicts. In the churches that were significantly helped, the leaders took 

seriously the truth regarding sin, forgiveness and repentance. There was 

a sense of relief for those churches that took this repentance process seri-

ously, and the leadership experienced a greater degree of freedom in their 

personal lives and ministries. Those churches began to experience more 

of what it means to “grow with a growth that is from God” (Col. 2:19).

Yet, these truths must be taken seriously. I have seen pastors and leaders 

go through the motions outlined in this book with little impact, because 

they didn’t enter into the experience with their whole hearts. Jesus said to 

the seven churches in Revelation, “He who has an ear, let him hear what 

the Spirit says to the churches” (Rev. 2:7). Jesus also said, “Everyone who 

hears these words of mine and puts them into practice is like a wise man 

who built his house on the rock” (Matt. 7:24). This process of corporate 

conflict resolution doesn’t work if people simply and mechanically go 

through the Steps. It works when spiritual leaders are earnestly seeking 

God and desire to be all that He created them to be.

Working through Neil’s personal Steps to Freedom in Christ and the 

corporate process of conflict resolution outlined in this book is not an 

end. It is a new beginning for believers and churches that are stuck in the 

past due to unresolved issues, which can only be resolved in Christ through 

faith in God and genuine repentance. Neither Neil Anderson nor Chuck 

Mylander is the Wonderful Counselor or the ultimate church consultant, 

but they know that Jesus is, and they have given us a tool that connects us 

to Him. God is being glorified, churches are healthier, and believers are 

experiencing greater joy and freedom for giving careful attention to the 

truths delineated in Neil’s books. I highly recommend you read this book 

with the spirit of the Bereans (see Acts 17:11).

Dean Johnson

Former District Superintendent of the North Central District

Evangelical Free Church of America

(Unpublished manuscript—copyright protected Baker Publishing Group)
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Introduction

P
astor Mark was a gifted evangelist who led many people in a nomi-

nally Christian fellowship to salvation. Opposition to Mark’s mes-

sage and leadership style began to surface, and the inevitable struggle 

for power resulted in a church split. Along with the conservative core, Mark 

started Community Bible Church, which he pastored for 10 years. Tragi-

cally, he had a moral failure, which led to a bitter departure.

Mark’s successor was a young man named Jerry, who was attempting 

to pastor his first church. He didn’t last long. In guarded language, the 

calling committee at Community Bible Church admitted they had run 

him o!. Jerry probably made a lot of mistakes that inevitably accompany 

every pastor’s first ministry experience. When Community Bible Church 

extended a call for yet another pastor, John accepted with the understanding 

that the primary culprits of the original problems were no longer players 

in the church.

It was a joyful experience for several months, but before long the hon-

eymoon was over. Resistance to John’s leadership increased at every board 

meeting. Gossip was rampant, and rumors floated around the church. John 

spent most of his time putting out fires instead of leading in a responsible 

way. A spiritual pall hung over the church like a brooding vulture. Worship 

was an arduous task when it should have been a joyful celebration. People 

responded to his messages neutrally at best, and there were no visible signs 

of anybody bearing fruit.

In the past, John’s identity had been wrapped up in his role as a pastor; 

that identity was now being threatened. He would normally have doubled 
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his e!orts, but somehow he knew that this was not the answer for him or 

for Community Bible Church. So, John first sought help for himself, and 

through genuine repentance and faith in God, he rediscovered his own 

identity and freedom in Christ.

Having a new sense of security in Christ, John wanted to help others 

resolve their conflicts and be established alive and free in Christ. He began 

preaching from the book of Ephesians, teaching his people who they are in 

Christ and helping them realize that their “struggle is not against flesh and 

blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers 

of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly 

realms” (6:12). At the same time, John began to pour through the minutes 

of previous board and church meetings. He discovered that the church had 

not dealt fairly with their previous pastors, nor had they dealt adequately 

with other moral issues.

John shared his observations with the current church board. Although 

the primary players were no longer in the church, the same pathology 

seemed to continue—which is almost always the case. Getting rid of a 

pastor or ungodly lay leaders doesn’t solve the problem by itself. A host 

of unresolved problems and pain are often left in the wake of depart-

ing dysfunctional leaders. Being a small church, the board decided to 

bring the matter before the whole Body. This brought up a lot of painful 

memories, and it was obvious that past issues had only been covered up 

and not resolved.

The church sensed some release after acknowledging their sins and seek-

ing forgiveness from one another, but Pastor John felt that more needed to 

done. He encouraged the board to contact Jerry, the previous pastor, and 

ask him if he would be willing to come back to the church for a special 

service of reconciliation. They discovered that Jerry was still hurting from 

the devastating experience and had not returned to the ministry. He declined 

the invitation at first but finally agreed to come back for the good of both 

his family and the church that he was asked to leave.

As Jerry stood before the church Body, the board read a list of o!enses 

the church had committed against him and asked for his forgiveness. They 

waited patiently as he painfully considered the choice. Finally Jerry re-

sponded, “Jesus requires that we forgive others as He has forgiven us. So 
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I choose to forgive you for what you have done to me and my family, and 

I want to acknowledge the mistakes I made as well.” There wasn’t a dry 

eye in the house.

Mark, the founding pastor, refused the invitation, but the board had 

done all they could to resolve their issues and bring their church into a 

right relationship with God. Jerry has since returned to the ministry. The 

spiritual pall left the church and the congregation sensed new life in Christ.

Community Bible Church, Mark, Jerry and John are fictional names, 

but the story is true. As we have traveled across America and around 

the world, we have had the privilege of talking to many denominational 

leaders and missionary executives. Based on their observations, about 15 

percent of our churches are functioning like living organisms and sub-

stantially bearing fruit. However, many are spiritually dead and bearing 

no fruit at all. In the United States, there are 1,600 forced resignations of 

pastors every month. Many of these pastors make up the 1,500 who are 

leaving the ministry every month due to interpersonal conflict, burnout 

and moral failure. Most denominational leaders are overwhelmed with 

church conflicts. They find themselves like pastor John, spending most 

of their time trying to put out fires instead of o!ering visionary leader-

ship. Most of these leaders and church consultants are aware that hurting 

churches must come to terms with their past and genuinely repent, or 

there will be no future.

How can churches repent and resolve their conflicts on a corporate 

level? This was the subject of our book Setting Your Church Free. In the 

following years since its publication, we have led many churches, mission-

ary agencies and parachurch ministries through the process of corporate 

conflict resolution. We have gained a lot of experience through the process, 

and we now o!er this revised edition of Setting Your Church Free, to help 

revitalize your ministry through repentance and faith in God.

Calling for Repentance and Renewed Faith

When new Christians or members join a church, they likely bring with 

them a fair amount of “baggage” left over from unresolved conflicts and 
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lack of repentance. In addition, many pastors leave bad church experi-

ences hoping for a better ministry somewhere else. Unless these pastors 

make a conscientious e!ort to overcome their hurts and disappointments, 

what do you think they will bring to their next church? Accumulate 

enough of this in your church and you will have corporate bondage. By 

corporate bondage, we mean unresolved personal and spiritual conflicts 

that inhibit churches from being redeemed and liberated fellowships of 

believers who love one another and reach their communities for Christ.

Paul wrote, “If one part su!ers, every part su!ers” (1 Cor. 12:26). The 

sins of some individual leaders in the church will cause the whole Body 

to ache. If the leadership lacks an adequate theology of resolution, they 

either lower their standards and expectations or live in denial and continue 

to muddle along with business as usual.

We have learned that individual freedom must come to the leadership 

before organizational freedom can be accomplished. The church Body 

cannot rise above its leadership. Additionally, if you have a church full of 

people in bondage to sin, you have a church in bondage; and if you have 

a church full of bad marriages, you have a bad church. The whole cannot 

be greater than the sum of its parts.

What is not lacking are opportunities to grow in our faith. In America, 

we are glutted with competing churches and Christian books, audiocas-

settes and radio and television programs. What is lacking is repentance 

and the knowledge of how to repent. Faith without repentance results in 

stagnation. What is needed is a way to help people resolve their personal 

and spiritual conflicts so that they can be established alive and free in 

Christ, which is what Neil has been working on for years—helping Chris-

tians experience their freedom in Christ through genuine repentance and 

faith in God.

Encouraging Research Results

Several exploratory studies have shown that if people are given the chance 

to resolve their personal and spiritual conflicts, there are promising results. 

Judith King, a Christian therapist, did several pilot studies in 1996. All 
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three of these studies surveyed participants who attended a Living Free in 

Christ conference and were given the opportunity to process the “Steps to 

Freedom in Christ” (or “Steps”). The conference covers the core message 

of Neil’s first two books: Victory Over the Darkness and The Bondage 

Breaker. The Steps to Freedom in Christ is the tool used to help Christians 

resolve their personal and spiritual conflicts.

The first study involved 30 participants who answered a 10–item ques-

tionnaire before completing the Steps. The questionnaire was re-adminis-

tered three months after their participation. It assessed levels of depression, 

anxiety, inner conflict, tormenting thoughts and addictive behaviors. The 

second study involved 55 participants who answered a 12–item question-

naire before completing the Steps. It was readministered three months 

later. The third pilot study involved 21 participants who also answered a 

12–item questionnaire before completing the Steps and who then completed 

the questionnaire three months later. The following table illustrates the 

percentage of improvement for each category:

Pilot Study 1 Pilot Study 2 Pilot Study 3

Depression 64% 47% 52%

Anxiety 58% 44% 47%

Inner conflict 63% 51% 48%

Tormenting thoughts 82% 58% 57%

Addictive behaviors 52% 43% 39%

Additional research was also conducted by doctoral students at Regent 

University under the supervision of Fernando Garzon, Doctor of Psy-

chology, on the message and method of Freedom in Christ Ministries. 

Most people attending a Living Free in Christ conference can work through 

the repentance process on their own using the Steps. However, in our 

experience, about 15 percent of people can’t go through the Steps alone 

or within the allotted time provided in a conference setting because of 

the di"culties they have experienced. The results below are from those 

participants who received a personal session with a trained encourager. 

They took a pretest before the Step session and a posttest three months 
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later. The following table illustrates the percentage of improvement for 

each category:

Oklahoma City, OK Tyler, TX

Depression 44% 57%

Anxiety 45% 54%

Fear 48% 49%

Anger 36% 55%

Tormenting thoughts 51% 50%

Negative habits 48% 53%

Sense of self-worth 52% 56%

The encouragers who led the participants through the Steps were well-

trained laypeople. Since there are not enough pastors and counselors to help 

more than five percent of our people even if that is all they did, equipping 

and using key laypeople has to happen if we want to see the needs of our 

people met. We must see the need to equip laypeople to do the work of 

ministry. They can do the work of ministry if we understand that Jesus is 

the Wonderful Counselor (see Isa. 9:6) and the only One who can set the 

captive free and bind up the brokenhearted. The theology and process of 

helping others resolve personal and spiritual conflicts are shared in Neil’s 

Discipleship Counseling.

Individual freedom must be established before corporate freedom can 

be realized, but resolving individual problems alone doesn’t resolve cor-

porate conflicts. The church leadership must address those problems. In 

this book, we attempt to share the theology and process that can lead to 

corporate conflict resolution. The Lord Himself is the ultimate “Church 

consultant,” because nobody knows His own Body as He does and nobody 

but Jesus can bring resolution.

Discovering Spiritual Unity

Neil is the author of the first part of this book, which deals with principles 

of leadership. Talbot School of Theology, where Neil taught for 10 years, 
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extensively researched its graduates for the purpose of revising its curriculum. 

As suspected, the results showed that the problems involving leadership were 

first interpersonal and second administrative. At the time, there were no 

required courses on leadership and administration for Master of Divinity 

students, a deficiency that has now been corrected. Many other seminaries 

are also seeing the need to better equip their students for spiritual leadership.

Poor leadership and administration lead to interpersonal problems and 

spiritual bondage. Trying to resolve personal and spiritual conflicts in a 

church or mission group without correcting leadership problems is an 

exercise in futility. It is like trying to help a rebellious 14–year-old boy and 

then sending him back into the same dysfunctional family. One must ask 

why he rebelled in the first place.

Chuck is the primary author of the second half of the book, which discusses 

specific steps of corporate conflict resolution (see appendix A). We will refer 

to these steps throughout the book. The procedure we are suggesting is a 

comprehensive process of personal and corporate assessment and cleansing. 

An adequate answer must also take into account the reality of the spiritual 

world. Every organized church has personal, spiritual and leadership prob-

lems. A biblical answer must be balanced and must address all three areas.

Finally, we believe that the unity of the true Church is essential to ac-

complish our mission on planet Earth. The Lord prayed that we would 

all be one (see John 17:21). The only basis for that unity is our common 

heritage in Christ. All Christians are children of God.

Most Christians are ignorant of their spiritual heritage. In helping Chris-

tians all over the world resolve their problems, we have found only one 

common denominator: None of them know who they are in Christ, nor 

do they understand what it means to be a child of God. Why not? If the 

Holy Spirit bears witness with our spirit that we are children of God, why 

aren’t they sensing it? They did sense God’s presence after they repented 

and found their identity and freedom in Christ. Paul implores us:

Walk in a manner worthy of the calling with which you have been called, 

with all humility and gentleness, with patience, showing tolerance for one 

another in love, being diligent to preserve the unity of the Spirit in the bond 

of peace. (Eph. 4:1–3 NASB)
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According to Paul, we are to preserve the unity. When people are es-

tablished alive and free in Christ, a discerning Christian can sense the 

unity. But it won’t be sensed if Christians struggle with unresolved issues 

or with finding their identity in their natural heritages. In addition, the 

Western church has often stressed its personal relationship with God at the 

expense of its corporate relationship to Him. This has been increasingly 

more evident since the rebellious ’60s. The consequence is a self-centered 

cult of individualism where rights are emphasized over responsibilities.

Part of the problem in the English-speaking world is our language, 

which has no provision for a plural “you.” (Some parts of the country say 

“y’all” or “youse,” but the rest of the country frowns at this use of the 

King’s English.) Many passages in Scripture where the Lord addresses the 

corporate Church Body are translated as “you,” but the “you” is plural. 

He is addressing the Body of Christ. From God’s perspective, there is one 

Church, one Spirit and one Lord.

This book in itself is a statement of spiritual unity in the midst of di-

versity of gifts, talents and perspectives. Chuck was theologically educated 

at an evangelical Friends college and leans toward the Wesleyan doctrine. 

Neil was taught reformed theology and leans toward Calvinism. We both 

hold to the authority of Scripture and believe that the original manuscripts 

are infallible. The issues we address do not pit the Wesleyan against the 

Calvinist or the evangelical against the charismatic. This is not to say that 

these are not important issues, because they are and will remain so until 

the Lord comes back. But they are not issues that we are going to allow 

Satan to use as a point of division.

The primary battle is not between di!ering theological positions held 

by committed Christians. The primary battle is between the Christ and 

the Antichrist, between the Spirit of truth and the father of lies, between 

the true prophets and the false prophets, between the good angels and the 

demons, between the kingdom of God and the kingdom of darkness. The 

Body of Christ is in that spiritual battle, and we dare not be ignorant of 

Satan’s schemes, which are intended to divide us.

The Lord wants His children to be alive and free in Christ (see Gal. 5:1) 

and for His Body to be righteous and fruit bearing. We’re sure that you 

want the same for your people and your church Body. May the good Lord 
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grant repentance and knowledge of the truth that will set you and your 

ministry free in Christ, just as He did for the following church, as told by 

its interim pastor:

In 1993, I purchased a set of Neil’s tapes, Resolving Personal and Spiritual 

Conflicts. After listening to these tapes, I began applying his principles to 

my problems. I realized that some of my problems could be spiritual at-

tacks, and I learned how to take a stand and won victories over some of my 

problems in my life.

But that was only a tip of the iceberg. I’m a deacon and preacher in a 

Baptist church. My pastor was su!ering from depression and other problems 

that I was not aware of, and in 1994 he committed suicide. This literally 

brought our church to its knees. I knew of some of the problems of the 

previous pastors and felt it was spiritual, but I didn’t know how to relay it 

to the people since the devil or a demon cannot a!ect a Christian. Right.

The church elected me as their interim pastor. While in a local bookstore, 

I saw a book of yours entitled Setting Your Church Free. I purchased and read 

it. I felt with all the spiritual suppression in our church this was the answer. 

There was only one problem: how to get the rest of the church to believe. 

After a few weeks of preaching on spiritual issues, I knew we had to do what 

you instructed in your book. The previous pastor who killed himself would 

not believe your material; he would never read or listen to your message.

Slowly, very slowly, the people accepted my messages and I was able to 

contact one of your sta!. He flew to Houston in August 1994 and led the 

leaders of our church through the Steps to Setting Your Church Free. The 

leaders loved it. I felt step one was past. Next, I wanted to take all the people 

through the Steps to Freedom in Christ. Six weeks later, I was able to do so. 

I really don’t understand it, but we were set free from the spiritual bondage 

of multiple problems. I can’t put it all in a letter or I would write a book.

During all of this time, one of my middle-aged members, an evangelist, 

was set free. He learned who he was in Christ and is back in ministry—praise 

the Lord. I saw the daughters of the deceased pastor set free and able to 

forgive their father, and they were able to go on with their lives. At one point, 

one of the girls was contemplating suicide.

This is a new church; God is free to work here! In September, we founded 

our pulpit committee. Our church voted 100 percent for our new pastor. 

This has never happened in our church before, and this is an independent 
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and fundamental Baptist church. Well, when you do things God’s way, you 

get God’s results.

I also work one night a week in our county jail, which is the second largest 

in the country. I work with the homosexual men, and I have seen many set free.

All biblically conservative schools of theology have a common core of 

belief that they find essential for each of us to live and grow by. You may 

not agree with all we have to say, but would you agree that we all need to 

find our identity and freedom in Christ, and be “diligent to preserve the 

unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace” (Eph. 4:3 NASB)? It is our prayer 

that this book will help the Church come closer to fulfilling the prayer of 

Jesus in John 17, which is where we begin.
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1

Protected from the Evil One

I am coming to you now, but I say these things while I am still in the world, 

so that they may have the full measure of my joy within them. I have given 

them your word and the world has hated them, for they are not of the world 

any more than I am of the world. My prayer is not that you take them out of 

the world but that you protect them from the evil one. They are not of the 

world, even as I am not of it. Sanctify them by the truth; your word is truth. 

As you sent me into the world, I have sent them into the world. For them I 

sanctify myself, that they too may be truly sanctified. My prayer is not for 

them alone. I pray also for those who will believe in me through their message.

John 17:13–20

I 
was beginning a conference by preaching Sunday morning in the host 

church. Between the two morning services, I asked the pastor if he 

would care to share with me what was going on in the church. The 

atmosphere was so thick that I could cut it with a knife. My wife had 

already retreated to the balcony to pray that God would be merciful and 

grant repentance. “Is it really that obvious?” the pastor responded. The 
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pastoral sta! was deeply divided, and no amount of acting and cover-up 

could disguise the spiritual climate of that church. Personal animosity and 

bitterness had given the enemy an opportunity to wreak havoc.

At a denominational yearly meeting, I asked a district superintendent to 

share his experience with helping churches resolve their corporate conflicts. 

The previous weekend, he had led the leadership of one of their churches 

through the Steps to Setting Your Church Free. He spoke at the same 

church the following Sunday morning. The congregation had no idea that 

the board and sta! had gone through the corporate Steps, but after the 

Sunday morning services, two di!erent individuals shared with the district 

superintendent that they sensed something had happened in their church. 

The spiritual climate had changed, and people could sense it.

The high priestly prayer quoted in the passage at the beginning of this 

chapter reveals the concern our Lord has for His people. Jesus’ first con-

cern is related to our spiritual vulnerability. He knew that Satan would 

take advantage of our sinful attitudes and actions. Jesus is returning to the 

Father, but the disciples and the soon-to-be established Church will remain 

on planet Earth where “the ruler of the world” (John 14:30 NASB) “your 

enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion looking for someone 

to devour” (1 Pet. 5:8). Unlike concerned parents who may be tempted to 

isolate their children from the harsh realities of this world, Jesus does not 

ask that we be removed. His prayer is that we be protected from the evil one.

The spiritual nature of this fallen world is a sobering reality, but Jesus 

has not left us defenseless. First, “You have been given fullness in Christ, 

who is the head over every power and authority” (Col. 2:10). The Church 

is established in Christ and seated with Him in the heavenly realms (see 

Eph. 2:6). Because of our position in Christ, we have all the authority we 

need over the evil one to carry out the delegated responsibility of fulfilling 

the Great Commission (see Matt. 28:18–19).

Second, “Having disarmed the powers and authorities, he made a public 

spectacle of them, triumphing over them by the cross” (Col. 2:15). “His 

intent was that now, through the church, the manifold wisdom of God 

should be made known to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly realms, 

according to his eternal purpose which he accomplished in Christ Jesus 

our Lord” (Eph. 3:10–11).
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The Eternal Purpose of God

Knowing our purpose is what defines our mission and directs our e!orts in 

a meaningful way. The “eternal purpose of God” is to make His wisdom 

known through the Church to the rulers and authorities in the heavenly 

(i.e., the spiritual) realms. Satan thought he could stop the plan of God by 

inciting the rulers of the day to put Jesus to death, but he was wrong. The 

rulers and authorities in the heavenly realms are seeing salvation come to 

all those who call upon the name of the Lord. God was able to unite both 

Jews and Gentiles into one corporate Body.

“The Son of God appeared for this purpose, to destroy the works of 

the devil” (1 John 3:8 NASB, emphasis added). Should you be tempted 

to think (wrongly) that these rulers and the authorities in the heavenly 

realms are mere human governments and structures of earthly existence, 

let me encourage you to read Dr. Clinton E. Arnold’s Powers of  Darkness: 

Principalities and Powers in Paul’s Letters (InterVarsity, 1992).

If the ultimate spiritual battle is between the kingdom of darkness and 

the Kingdom of Light, and if God’s eternal purpose is to make His wisdom 

known through the Church to spiritual rulers and authorities, how are we 

doing? The belief in a personal devil has always been a doctrine of the true 

Church. Many Christians in the Western church attempt to live as though 

the devil does not exist, having little understanding of how the spiritual 

world impinges on the natural world. A few believe no interaction is taking 

place. Some, out of fear, make a conscious choice not to deal with the reality 

of the evil one. In liberal, “Christian” circles, belief in the devil is not aca-

demically credible. Consequently, we are like blindfolded warriors who do 

not know who our enemy is, so we strike out at ourselves and at each other.

The Church is filled with so many wounded individuals that some people 

in the world see it as a hospital for sick people. But that is not what Christ 

established His Church to be. The Church is more like a military outpost 

that has been called to storm the fortresses that are raised up against the 

knowledge of God (see 2 Cor. 10:3–5). Thankfully, within that military 

outpost is an infirmary. I have spent a lot of my time in the infirmary, be-

cause this war has a lot of casualties. Yet the Church does not exist for the 

infirmary; the infirmary exists for the Church. The Church is “the pillar 
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and foundation of the truth” (1 Tim. 3:15), which is supposed to be salt 

and light in this fallen world (see Matt. 5:13–14). Since “we are more than 

conquerors through him who loved us” (Rom. 8:37), why are we limping 

along in defeat and unbelief?

The Enemy’s Agenda

If I were the enemy, I would try to divide your mind, since a double-minded 

person is unstable in all of his or her ways (see James 1:8). I would then 

try to divide the home, because a house divided against itself cannot stand 

(see Matt. 12:25). Finally, I would try to divide the Body of Christ, because 

united we stand, but divided we fall. Thankfully, all Christians are single-

minded, all Christian marriages are experiencing a oneness in Christ, and 

the Church is one big happy family of unity and love! Does that sound right?

The Lord has not left us defenseless. We have a sanctuary in Christ, and 

He has equipped us with the armor of God. We have all the resources we 

need in Christ to stand firm and resist the devil, but if we do not assume 

our responsibility, those resources will go unused. He has instructed us to 

put on the armor of God (see Eph. 6:10–18). What if we haven’t? We have 

been told to “put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the 

flesh in regard to its lusts” (Rom. 13:14 NASB). What if we have made 

provision for the flesh? It is our responsibility to “resist the devil” (James 

4:7). What if we don’t? God’s provision for our freedom in Christ is limited 

only to the degree that we fail to assume our responsibility.

The most common and naive response in the Western world is to ignore 

the battle or to make the fatal assumption that Christians are somehow 

immune. Just the opposite is true. Ignorance is not bliss; it is defeat. If you 

are a Christian, you are the target. If you are a pastor, you and your family 

are the bull’s-eye! It is Satan’s strategy to render the Church inoperative 

and to obliterate the truth that we are “dead to sin but alive to God in 

Christ Jesus” (Rom. 6:11).

The divorce rate and disintegration of the Christian family roughly 

parallels the secular world. Sexual activity among Christian singles is only 

slightly less than their secular counterparts. The distinction between a 
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Christian and a pagan is no longer obvious. The tragic fall of many visible 

Christian leaders indicates that something is dreadfully wrong. Having 

an intellectual knowledge of Scripture obviously is not enough, because I 

am sure these leaders were educated. “Christianity does not work” is the 

message sent into the world when we fail to live a righteous life.

John identifies little children of the faith as those who have come to know 

the Father and have had their sins forgiven (see 1 John 2:12–14). In other 

words, they have overcome the penalty of sin. Satan loses the primary battle 

when we trust in Christ, but he does not curl up his tail, pull in his fangs 

and slink away. His strategy is to keep the believer under the power of sin.

Twice in this passage in 1 John, the young men of the faith are identified 

as having overcome the evil one. How are we going to help people reach 

their full maturity in Christ if they have no idea how to overcome the evil 

one? The unfortunate truth is that many Christians, including leaders, 

have seemingly uncontrollable appetites and behaviors. The sin-confess-

sin-confess-sin-confess-and-sin-again cycle does not deal with all of reality. 

It should be sin, confess, repent and resist.

If you think you are immune, consider three pertinent questions:

 1. Have you experienced any temptation this week? Biblically, who is 

the tempter? It can’t be God (see James 1:13). God will test your 

faith in order to strengthen it, but Satan’s temptations are intended 

to destroy your faith.

 2. Have you ever struggled with the voice of the accuser of the brethren 

(see Rev. 12:10)? Before you answer, let me ask the question in another 

way: Have you ever struggled with thoughts such as I’m stupid, or 

I’m ugly, or I can’t, or God doesn’t love me, or I’m di!erent from 

others, or I’m going down? I know you have, because the Bible says 

that Satan accuses the brethren day and night.

 3. Have you ever been deceived? The person who is tempted to answer 

no to this question may be the most deceived of all. If I tempt you, 

you know it. If I accuse you, you would know it. But if I deceive you, 

you do not know it. If you knew it, you would no longer be deceived.

Now listen to the logic of Scripture: “If you hold to my teaching, you 

are really my disciples. Then you will know the truth, and the truth will 
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set you free” (John 8:31–32). Jesus said, “I am the way and the truth and 

the life” (John 14:6). In the high priestly prayer, Jesus prayed, “Sanctify 

them by the truth; your word is truth” (John 17:17). When we put on the 

armor of God, the first thing we do is put on “the belt of truth” (Eph. 6:14).

John wrote, “For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh and the lust 

of the eyes and the boastful pride of life, is not from the Father, but is from 

the world” (1 John 2:16 NASB). The tendency is to read this passage and 

assume that the only enemies of our sanctification are this fallen world and 

the flesh, but that is not true. The three channels that John mentioned are 

the exact same three channels the devil used to tempt Eve (successfully) and 

to tempt Jesus (unsuccessfully). We see the channels but not the spiritual 

force behind it, and we forget that Satan is the ruler of this world and that 

“the whole world lies in the power of the evil one” (5:19 NASB).

The Battle for Our Minds

Consider the conflict that required God to intervene dramatically in the 

Early Church when He struck down Ananias and Sapphira. Peter asked, 

“How is it that Satan has so filled your heart that you have lied to the Holy 

Spirit and have kept for yourself some of the money you received for the 

land?” (Acts 5:3). The message could not have been made more clear. If 

Satan (the father of lies) can operate undetected in your church, your home, 

your marriage or yourself, convincing you to believe a lie, he could gain a 

measure of control over your life. The Lord had to expose the battle for 

the mind as soon as Satan raised his ugly head in the Early Church. The 

strategy is not new. Satan deceived Eve, and she believed a lie (see Gen. 

3:1–7). The sobering reality is that Eve was spiritually alive and without sin 

at the time she was deceived. To assume that a Christian who is spiritually 

alive and struggling to overcome sin can’t be deceived is hopelessly naive!

A few years ago, we surveyed 1,725 professing Christian teenagers. Of 

those who were in high school, 70 percent said that they heard voices in 

their heads, like there was a subconscious self-talking, or that they struggled 

with really bad thoughts. Twenty-four percent had impulsive thoughts to 

kill someone. I don’t think this is just a natural phenomenon. I believe 
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1 Timothy 4:1: “The Spirit clearly says that in later times some will aban-

don the faith and follow deceiving spirits and things taught by demons.” 

Is that happening? It is happening all over the world.

No matter where I go, the problems are basically the same and the answer 

is always the same. In the last 20 years, I have counseled more than 1,500 

adults who hear voices or struggle with tempting, accusing and blasphe-

mous thoughts. With very few exceptions, the problem has been spiritual. 

It takes an average of about three hours to help a person find their freedom 

in Christ. Most will experience for the first time “the peace of God, which 

transcends all understanding” (Phil. 4:7). One pastor wrote to me after 

reading The Bondage Breaker: “I have been in the pastorate for 15 years 

struggling with three compulsive addictions: workaholism, overeating and 

my private thought life. Praise God for the freedom in Jesus Christ. I have 

just experienced this freedom and I am looking forward to enjoying it until 

death or Christ’s return.”

Why don’t believers know about this battle for their minds? For one 

reason, we can’t read each other’s minds. We really do not have any idea 

what is going on in the minds of other people unless they have the courage 

to share it with us. In many cases they won’t share, because in our culture 

they would likely be labeled as mentally ill. People will tell others about 

their abuse or what has happened to them, but they may not share what 

is going on inside. Are they mentally ill, or is a battle going on for their 

mind? The lack of any balanced biblical contribution to mental health has 

left them with only one conclusion: Any problem in their mind must be 

either psychological or neurological. Consequently, we have been taught 

to look for natural explanations and cures, and when none is found we 

conclude, “There is nothing left to do now but pray.” The Bible teaches a 

di!erent order: “Seek first his kingdom and his righteousness” (Matt. 6:33).

I have great respect for the medical profession, and I had the privilege 

to coauthor The Biblical Guide to Alternative Medicine with Dr. Michael 

Jacobson. In the book, Dr. Jacobson and I reported that 30 years ago, 

few (if any) medical schools o!ered any electives or showed any interest 

in spirituality. Today, there are over 70 medical schools that are open to 

spirituality, but the contribution comes mostly from Eastern philosophies. 

For instance, a major issue in medicine is the connection between the brain 
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and the mind and the resolution of psychosomatic illnesses. The number 

one spokesperson for this issue is Deepak Chopra, who espouses Hindu-

ism. These are illnesses the Church should be addressing, and the Christian 

community should be the primary contributors to holistic health.

The natural world assumes that someone who hears voices or struggles 

with blasphemous and condemning thoughts has a chemical imbalance. 

How can impersonal brain chemistry create a personal thought? How can 

our neurotransmitters randomly fire in such a way as to create a thought 

that is foreign to what we would choose to think? Such a possibility can’t 

be explained any more than I can explain how Satan puts thoughts into our 

minds. It is much easier for me to believe the latter because of 1 Timothy 

4:1, 2 Corinthians 11:3 and other passages, especially because I have found 

it to be true in thousands of people worldwide.

A False Dichotomy

Asking whether personal or corporate problems are spiritual or psycho-

logical assumes a false dichotomy. Our problems are always psycholog-

ical. Psychology by definition means the study of our soul, and our soul 

is always a part of  the process. On the other hand, our problems are 

also always spiritual. At no time is God absent or irrelevant. He is right 

now “sustaining all things by his powerful word” (Heb. 1:3), and there 

is no time when it is safe to take o! the armor of God. The possibility 

of being tempted, accused or deceived is a continual reality. The Bible 

teaches that the unseen world is just as real as what we see: “For what 

is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal” (2 Cor. 4:18). If  we 

could just accept this truth, we would stop polarizing into psychothera-

peutic ministries that ignore spiritual reality or jumping into some kind 

of deliverance ministry that ignores developmental issues and human 

responsibility. We must take into account all reality and strive for a bal-

anced answer to our problems.

The basic answer for conflict resolution, whether personal or corporate, 

is to “submit yourselves, then, to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee 

from you” (James 4:7). Trying to resist the devil without first submitting 
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to God can be a dogfight. This is often the error of deliverance ministries 

that confront demons directly without having the person in bondage first 

submit to God. On the other hand, you can submit to God without resisting 

the devil and stay in bondage. The tragedy is that many recovery ministries 

are not doing either one.

Submitting to God requires us to deal with the sin in our lives. Sin is 

like garbage; it attracts flies. Naturally, we want to get rid of the flies, but 

the answer is to get rid of the garbage. If you get rid of the garbage, the 

flies will have no reason or right to be there. Repentance and faith in God 

has been and will continue to be the answer throughout the Church Age.

I did not ask for my first encounter with the powers of darkness; it was 

thrust upon me. My feeble attempt was based on the confrontational pro-

cess of calling up the demon, getting its name and rank, and then casting 

it out. I found this process to be ugly, exhausting and potentially harmful 

to the victim. Often it had to be repeated, and the results did not seem to 

last. In this procedure, the deliverer appears to be the pastor, counselor 

or missionary, and information is obtained from demons. Why would we 

believe them? The nature of these demons is to lie.

Scripture teaches, “There is no truth in him [Satan]. When he lies, he 

speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the father of lies” (John 8:44). 

Now, I find it unnecessary to know the name of the demons or their ranks. 

I don’t dialogue with demons, nor do I advise others to interact with them. 

We shouldn’t want demons to manifest. We should desire that the Lord 

be manifested and thereby glorified. We should never let the devil set the 

agenda, nor should we ever say “the devil made me do it.” We are respon-

sible for our own attitudes and actions, both personally and corporately.

Jesus is the deliverer, and He has already come. We should get our in-

formation from the Holy Spirit, because He is “the Spirit of truth . . . he 

will guide you into all truth” (John 16:13).

The shift in my thinking began when I realized that truth sets us free and 

that Jesus is the truth. In John 17, Jesus prays that we be kept from the evil 

one by being sanctified in the Word of God, which is the truth. This is why 

I prefer to think of our battle as more of a truth encounter, as opposed to 

a power encounter. I know of no place in the Bible that instructs us to seek 

power. We are to pursue the truth and come to understand our identity 
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and position in Christ (see Eph. 6:10). We already have all the power we 

need, because of our position in Christ.

I pray also that the eyes of your heart may be enlightened in order that you 

may know the hope to which he has called you, the riches of his glorious 

inheritance in the saints, and his incomparably great power for us who believe. 

That power is like the working of his mighty strength, which he exerted in 

Christ when he raised him from the dead. (Eph. 1:18–20)

The power for Christians lies in their ability to believe the truth, while 

the power of the evil one lies in his ability to deceive. When we expose 

the lie, the enemy’s power is broken. Often when Christians struggle, 

they wrongly conclude that they lack power. The temptation is to pursue 

some experience that will give them more power—it will be a false trip. 

Satanists pursue power because it has been stripped from them. Chris-

tians are to pursue the truth and carry out their ministry in the power of 

the Holy Spirit.

We have the spiritual authority to carry out our ministry because of our 

position in Christ, and we have the power because of the indwelling pres-

ence of the Holy Spirit. These are operative only as we live dependently 

upon God. We are to “be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power” (Eph. 

6:10). If we operate in the flesh, independent of God, we will be defeated 

and ine!ective. An unregenerate Jewish community sadly found this out:

One day the evil spirit answered them, “Jesus I know, and I know about 

Paul, but who are you?” Then the man who had the evil spirit jumped on 

them and overpowered them all. He gave them such a beating that they ran 

out of the house naked and bleeding. (Acts 19:15–16)

I once worked with a young lady who was extremely abused in her youth. 

She briefly lost her mental control and a vile voice said through her, “Who 

the (blank) do you think you are?” If that happened to you, how would 

you respond? I said, “I’m a child of God,” and I told the spirit to be silent 

in the name and authority of the Lord Jesus Christ. The lady returned to 

her right mind, and that day she found her freedom in Christ in a quiet 

and controlled way.
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Another time, a large lady, who had been severely abused, slowly got 

out of her chair and started to walk toward me in a menacing way. What 

would you do? Based on 1 John 5:18, I said, “I’m a child of God and the 

evil one cannot touch me.” She immediately stopped and returned to her 

seat. Authority does not increase with volume. We do not shout out the 

devil. We calmly take our place in Christ. We have lost control if we end 

up screaming and shouting. In such cases, fear is the controlling issue, not 

faith. Fear of anything other than God is mutually exclusive to faith in God. 

The same holds true for parenting. We are not exercising our God-given 

authority when we scream and yell at our children. We are undermining 

that authority, because we are responding according to the flesh.

The “power encounter” or confrontational approach to confronting 

and dealing with demons was primarily developed from the Gospels, be-

cause they are the only New Testament historical books that show how 

the Lord confronted the demonized. Prior to the Cross, Satan had not yet 

been defeated and the Holy Spirit had not yet come in His fullness. There-

fore, accomplishing deliverance required a specially endowed authority 

agent. This is why we read in Luke 9:1, “When Jesus had called the Twelve 

together, he gave them power and authority to drive out all demons.” If 

we are to continue driving out demons in the Church Age, where are the 

instructions in the Epistles? The Epistles contain no instructions for how 

to cast a demon out of someone else. Why not?

A Great Hope for Freedom

After the Cross, deliverance for Christians is no longer the outside agent’s 

responsibility; it is the individual’s responsibility. I can’t put on the armor 

of God for you, or confess for you, or repent for you, or believe for you, or 

take every thought captive to the obedience of Christ for you. I can’t even 

resist the devil for you. Those are your responsibilities, but I can help you. 

With that in mind, there is a very definitive passage in the pastoral Epistles 

for helping Christians find their freedom in Christ:

And the Lord’s servant must not quarrel; instead, he must be kind to everyone, 

able to teach, not resentful. Those who oppose him he must gently instruct, 
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in the hope that God will grant them repentance leading them to a knowledge 

of the truth, and that they will come to their senses and escape from the trap 

of the devil, who has taken them captive to do his will. (2 Tim. 2:24–26)

This is not a confrontational model; it is a kind, compassionate and 

teachable model. It requires a dependency upon the Lord, for only He can 

grant the repentance that gets rid of the garbage. This model identifies truth 

as the liberating agent and implies that the battle is for the mind. It requires 

a lovingly mature servant of the Lord who knows the truth. We have had 

the privilege of training thousands of pastors, missionaries and laypeople 

all over the world who are at this time setting captives free in Christ. To 

illustrate how transferable this model is, let me share with you a letter I 

received from Dr. David Finnell, director of the International Network of 

Church Planters and a teacher at Columbia Bible College and Seminary:

I came across your materials a couple months ago and really sensed that 

they expressed the truths that I have been struggling with concerning power 

encounter. I have been involved with power encounter on the mission field 

and as a teacher here at Columbia Bible College and Seminary. I have really 

been concerned with the lack of personal involvement of the counselee in 

power encounter. I have utilized your materials in counseling situations over 

the last few weeks with dramatic and powerful results.

All of my students in my Prayer and Evangelism class are reading The 

Bondage Breaker and going through the “Steps to Freedom.” I am spending 

personal sessions with those whose bondage is too great for them to deal 

with on their own, with very positive results.

I had to do the same when I taught at Talbot School of Theology. It 

would be a tragic mistake to believe that every Christian and every Chris-

tian leader is living a liberated life in Christ. Does Christ want His children 

and churches to be free? Of course! “It is for freedom that Christ has set 

us free. Stand firm, then, and do not let yourselves be burdened again by 

a yoke of slavery” (Gal. 5:1). The context reveals that we are free from the 

law and legalism, but freedom is not license to sin: “You, my brothers, 

were called to be free. But do not use your freedom to indulge the sinful 

nature” (Gal. 5:13).
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Does this process work for nonbelievers? No, we have to lead them to 

Christ first. Our evangelistic e!ort will be far more e!ective if we under-

stand how Satan holds unbelievers in bondage. According to Paul, “Even 

if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing. The god of 

this age has blinded the minds of unbelievers, so that they cannot see the 

light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God” (2 Cor. 

4:3–4). When the children of God take their rightful place in Christ and 

pray against the blinding of Satan, we will see a greater harvest of souls.

Individuals and church bodies are often caught in the paralysis of analy-

sis. We have a pretty good idea of what the problems are, and researchers 

like George Barna keep reminding us through their polling how sick we 

really are, but what is the answer? If you were lost in a maze, would you 

want a “mazeologist” to explain to you all the intricacies of a maze and 

give you coping skills so you could survive in the maze? Would you want 

legalistic pastors scolding you for getting into the maze in the first place? 

No, you would want to know the way out of the maze—“the way and the 

truth and the life” (John 14:6). There are many ways to go wrong, but only 

one path leads back to God. There are many types of abuse, but you will 

need to forgive if you want to be free from your past. You can sin a million 

di!erent ways, but the biblical answer is the same. People in bondage need 

a clear road map to show them the way out. If they already knew the way 

out, they would have taken it long ago. Nobody likes to live in bondage.

I believe God has made some people smart and others not so smart. I do 

not believe that God’s plan for salvation or living the Spirit-filled life is avail-

able only for the smart. Those who think they are smart should make God’s 

answer simple enough so that the simplest of His creation can understand it. 

However, in keeping our message simple, we dare not be simplistic or naive.

The Steps to Freedom in Christ are just a tool to help people resolve 

the issues that are critical between themselves and God and then resist the 

devil. No tool will set you free. What sets you free is complete repentance 

and faith in God. Who sets you free is Christ. We have the privilege of 

being the Lord’s bond servants whom God works through to accomplish 

His purposes. It is almost impossible to hurt anybody by leading them 

through the Steps. Being ready for communion the following Sunday is 

the worst that can happen. You have nothing to lose, but much to gain.
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When you see a doctor, he or she may prescribe some tests to try to 

determine the cause of your illness. When these tests do not reveal a prob-

lem, you don’t get mad at your doctor, do you? In the same way, shouldn’t 

people be able to attend our churches and ascertain whether or not their 

problems are spiritual? Don’t be disappointed by the secular world when 

they don’t take into account the reality of the spiritual world. It is not their 

responsibility. It is the Church’s responsibility to resolve spiritual conflicts 

and o!er biblical answers to “psychosomatic illnesses.”

We can’t totally resolve conflicts in the Church without taking into ac-

count the reality of the spiritual world. We are spiritual beings, and the 

Church is a spiritual Body united together by the Holy Spirit. When we 

sin personally or corporately, we leave ourselves vulnerable to spiritual 

corruption.

I got a call from a pastor after he and his sta! attended my conference. 

He shared with me that he discerned an oppressive spirit that seemed to 

grip his church. E!orts to move the ministry forward were challenged. A 

lot of personal prayer and much soul searching had little, if any, e!ect. 

From the congregation’s perspective, the church’s programs were continu-

ing to function as usual, but John believed something was not quite right.

The founding families of the church were a faction that had split o! 

from another church, which had been a bad witness in the community. The 

pastor wondered if this could be an opening for Satan to keep this church 

in bondage, even though the charter members were no longer attending. 

He talked it over with his board, and they decided that the church should 

confess their corporate sins and the rebellious nature of their beginnings. 

It was a moving experience for the church Body. The pastor reported that 

the oppressive spirit wasn’t present anymore, and neither was the resistance 

to his leadership. Ten years later, it is still true.

When Setting Your Church Free first came out, I was invited to teach 

a Doctor of Ministry class at a seminary on the subject. Normally, the 

limit on the class size is 25 people, but doctoral students kept trying to 

get in, and the class swelled to 40. Every pastor had a story to tell. One 

pastor had recently accepted a call and was told the previous pastor had 

resigned for personal reasons. The congregation honored him with many 

gifts of appreciation for his years of service. Not long after the new pastor 
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arrived, members of the congregation discovered that the previous pastor 

was actually having an a!air and that the board had asked for his resigna-

tion. The congregation felt totally betrayed when they learned the truth. 

The lay leadership was discredited for the cover-up and the new pastor’s 

leadership was challenged.

Chuck and I believe that many churches are in bondage to sin and have 

many unresolved conflicts. Like individual Christians, churches need to 

resolve issues that are critical between themselves and the head of the 

Church—Jesus Christ. The Lord is praying that we be kept from the evil 

one. If your church is ready to walk in the light, speak the truth in love and 

face the issues for the purpose of resolving them, there is great hope for 

you. We close this chapter with a letter received from an evangelical pastor:

I want to thank the Lord and you for the materials you have created. It is 

wonderful to use something that works with all sorts of people, with all 

sorts of problems. I stumbled onto your material a year ago and used it for 

Sunday School. God was also using it to work with a severely demonized 

man. In preparing for the Steps with him, the elders and I worked through 

the Steps first. I personally had the bondage to sin broken in my life. As a 

result of it, my wife found freedom from her family’s occultic background.

I’m in a new church and without advertising or promoting, God has sent 

over 12 people to me in January to go through the Steps. There has been a 

great work of God in people’s hearts. Two of our elders resigned to get their 

lives straightened out. One has been having an a!air for the last two years. 

I’m taking him and his wife through the Steps next week.

I took the other elder and his wife through the Steps. He was in bond-

age to pornography and strip joints when he was on business trips. It was 

wonderful to see both find their freedom and renew their relationship. What 

a joy and privilege to encourage people as they go through the Steps.

One of our Sunday School teachers has been experiencing nighttime 

terror and demonic dreams. Through God’s “chance events,” she told my 

wife about her di"culties. I took her and her husband through the Steps. 

When we came to forgiveness, I had to teach, exhort and encourage her for 

over an hour. I had to physically put the pencil in her hand. It took another 

30 minutes to write the first name. But eventually she made a decision and 

went for it. God is so good! The next Sunday there was so much joy, peace 

and freedom on the face of both her and her husband.
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